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The combinatorial structure of n-codes is investigated. An n-code is a language, each of whose 
subsets of cardinality at most n is a code. 
1. Introduction 
Codes and languages derived from or related to codes have an important role in the 
study of the combinatorics of words. There are various mechanisms and tools to 
define and analyze codes. In particular, many classes of codes can be obtained as the 
classes of antichains with respect to certain partial orders on free monoids. As very 
simple examples we mention only the prefix codes, the hypercodes and the block 
codes. Some details are provided in [2, 8-10, 161. 
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In this paper we study a hierarchy 
C(X)E”‘EC,,(X)CC,,_,(X 
of classes of languages over an alphabet X with C(X) as the class of codes over X. The 
languages in C,(X) are called n-codes; an n-code is a language each of whose 
n-element subsets is a code. The original motivation for considering this hierarchy 
came from the analysis of C,(X) which had been shown to be the set of antichains 
with respect to a partial order derived from anticommutativity [2]. However, the 
n-code property seems to be interesting in its own right. 
A partial account of this work on n-codes was given in [6]. In the present paper we 
first review and add to the results of [6] showing that we are indeed dealing with 
a proper hierarchy. There is a major difference between languages in Cz (X) and those 
in C,,(X) for ti >2. Whereas C,(X) is the class of antichains with respect to a certain 
partial order, there is no binary relation jj such that C,(X) would be the set of 
p-independent languages for rr>2. In this way, C,,(X) is similar to C(X). It is known 
that there is no length-preserving binary relation nor any positive compatible partial 
order with the class of codes being their antichains [ 10. 151. The latter statement can 
be extended to Cz (X) as well. ’ 
The rz-code hierarchy is “skew” with respect to the Chomsky hierarchy of lan- 
guages, i.e. for any given language classes t;G E‘ ’ of the Chomsky hierarchy and for 
any n there are n-codes in F F’ which are not (17 + I)-codes. For example, the Thue set 
T of square-free words over an alphabet X with 1 X / > 2 is a nonalgebraic type-l 
language and also a ‘-code, but not a J-code. 
It is obvious that as a consequence of the decidability of the code property. also the 
n-code property can be decided for finite languages. In [6] we show that for rational 
languages the 2-code property is decidable. For n > 2 the decidability question is open. 
The decidability result for C?(X) is based on certain structural properties of 2-codes 
concerning primitive words. In particular, the 2-codes over X are subsets of cross 
sections of the equivalence relation on X * defined by equality of roots. Using this fact. 
further insight into the structure of ‘-codes can be gained. On the other hand, so far 
these tools did not help as much in the general case of n-codes for rr>2; to gather 
detailed information about their combinatorial structure is one of the major open 
problems in this area. 
This paper has the following sections in addition to this introduction. In Section 
2 we introduce notation and basic notions, Items not defined there or in the sub- 
sequent sections can be found in the books [ 1, 5. 14, 151, which we use as standard 
references. In Section 3 the hierarchy of n-codes is introduced. The role of primitive 
words is investigated in Section 4. Then in Section 5 the n-code hierarchy is compared 
to the Chomsky hierarchy. and some decidability results are proved. Some of the 
I A general algebraic theoq of the conncctwn between finitary relations and codes has hcen obtained 
recently in LI I]. 
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results announced in Sections 3-5 have been proved in [6]; to make the present paper 
self-contained they are quoted here. In Section 6 we study maximal n-codes and their 
syntactic congruence. Finally, Section 7 contains a few concluding remarks. 
2. Notation and basic notions 
An alphabet is a finite nonempty set. Let X be an alphabet. Then X* denotes the 
free monoid generated by X, i.e. the set of all words over X, including the empty word 
1, and X+=X\l. For weX* and UEX, by IwI we denote the length of w, and 1~1, is 
the number of occurrences of a in w. 
A language over X is a set LzX *. For any language L and any HEN, where 
N={O,1,2 ,... }, let 
L(“)={wI3LEL: v”=w}. 
A word w is called primitive if w = U” implies n = 1. Let Q denote the set of all primitive 
words over X, where the alphabet X is understood. For WEX + let & denote the 
unique word UEQ such that W=U” for some nEN. 
Let p be a binary relation on X *. A language L G X * is said to be p-independent or 
a p-antichain if u, UE L and up u implies u = U. 
As standard reference for formal languages and acceptors, we use [S]. In particular, 
we use the following notation for families of languages over an alphabet X: 
Fin(X) = finite languages, 
Rat(X) = rational (= regular = type-3) languages, 
Alg(X) = algebraic (= context-free = type-2) languages, 
Cs(X) = context-sensitive (= type- 1) languages, 
Ret(X) = recursive languages, 
RE(X) = recursively enumerable ( = type-O) languages, 
P(X) = 2’* = general languages, 
DOL(X) = deterministic 0 Lindenmayer languages. 
3. n-codes and binary relations 
In this section we define the class of n-codes and discuss the hierarchy of n-codes 
and its connection to binary relations on the free monoid. Some of these results are 
quoted from [6]. 
Let X be a finite alphabet, IX 13 2, and let no N. A language L over X is said to be an 
n-code if LcX ‘, L is nonempty, and every subset of L with at most n elements is 
a code. L is said to be anticommutatiz~e if L CX ’ and ucfcu for u, tl~L, u#u. Let 
C(X), C,,(X) and A(X) denote the families of codes, n-codes and anticommutative 
languages over X, respectively. Clearly, 
C(X)E.,.~C,(X)cC,~,(X)c...~C,(X)~C,(X), 
where C,(X) is trivial, i.e. C,(X)=(2” \{S)). Furthermore, C,(X)=A(X) from the 
fact that a set (u. 1.1 is a code if and only if u~#r~ (see e.g. [15]). Clearly, also 
C(X)= h C;(X). 
i= I 
That the above inclusions are proper is easily seen by the following example from 
[lS]. Let 
c= (a, ,.... LI,,)IcX+ 
be a code over X with ) Cl = II. The existence of C is guaranteed by the fact that any 
finitely generated free monoid can be embedded into X ’ when 1 XI 3 2. Now consider 
Obviously, L is an n-code but not an (n + l)-code. In fact, this example is just a special 
case of a more general construction as shown in [6]. 
Proposition 3.1 (Ito et al. [6] ). Let C he uny k-code or II code over X. und let I <H d 1 CJ 
and 2n - 1 < k. lf’a, , , II, are un~l n distinct elements of C then the set L = C u {u 1 .a,, ) 
is an n-code hut not un (n + 1)-&e. 
In Proposition 3.1, k = II is not possible. To see this, consider the set 
C=u+h+~h+t~l~u (N~LI’~~LI~~“). It is a 3-code, while Cu (u2h2u”h3uh) is not a 3- 
code. It is an open question whether the bound of 2n - 1 d k can be reduced in general, 
for instance to n < li. Only scattered results for special cases are known. 
Proposition 3.2. Eoery 3-code is properly contuined in a 2-code. Ther&we, no maximal 
3-code is u maximcrl 2-code. 
Proof. Let L be a 3-code, and consider two distinct elements u,, USE L. Let 
L’= Lu (ul u2 ). Clearly, L’ is not a 3-code. We show that it is a 2-code. 
Assume the contrary. Then there is a primitive word q such that q’= u, u2 for some 
i and qj~L for some j.j#i. But then the set (ul. u2, qj) s L is not a code, contradic- 
ting the fact that L is a 3-code. 17 
The set B=tr’h+ uh+~l+ is an example ofa language in C,(X)\,C,(X) which is not 
obtained by the construction given in Proposition 3.1. So far no generalization of this 
example to arbitrary II is known. 
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The family C,(X) of 2-codes is of particular interest. It was proved in [2] that 
C,(X) coincides with the family of antichains with respect to the partial order <, on 
X * defined by 
x<,y 0 3uex*: y=xu=ux. 
For further results concerning the relation between partial orders on X* and codes 
the reader is referred to [2, 10, 11, 15, 161. 
A binary relation p G X * x X * is called length-preserving if it satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(1) vuEX*: upu; 
(2) upu implies lul<lul. 
(3) upu and IuI=IuI together imply u=u. 
A length-preserving binary relation on X* is reflexive and antisymmetric, but not 
necessarily transitive or compatible. A binary relation p c X* x X* is said to be 
positiue if 
(4) vuex*: lpu 
holds true. Observe that the partial order <, is both length-preserving and positive, 
but not compatible. Positive length-preserving partial orders are called strict in [15] 
and elsewhere. 
Whereas quite a few interesting classes of codes - as the prefix codes, suffix codes, 
bi-prefix codes, hypercodes, to mention only a few examples - can be characterized as 
the classes of antichains of certain partial orders on X*, the class C(X) of codes 
cannot be described in such a way: there is no length-preserving binary relation nor 
any positive compatible partial order on X *, say p, such that C(X) coincides with the 
class of p-antichains [lo, 151. A far stronger statement can be proved for the classes 
C,,(X) as announced in [6]. 
Proposition 3.3. Let n > 3 and IX I> 2. There is no binary relation p on X * such that 
C,(X) is the class of all p-antichains. 
Proof. The classes of prefix and suffix codes coincide with the classes of antichains 
with respect to the partial orders 6, and 6, defined as 
x<,y 0 3uEx*: xu=y, x<,y 0 3uEx*: ux=y. 
If C,,(X) is the class of p-antichains for some p then from the fact that every prefix code 
and every suffix code is an n-code it follows that pc 6,n 6,. For any relation p with 
this property one has that u p u implies u = ux = yu for some x, YEX *. 
Now, let a, bEX and for some sufficiently large k let x1,. . . , x,_ 1 be distinct elements 
of {a, b}k. The language A = {x1, . . . . x,_ 1} u {x1 . . . x,_ r } is not an n-code. However, it 
is a p-antichain for any binary relation p G d,n G,. 0 
For n=2 a slightly weaker statement can be made. 
Proposition 3.4. Let 1 X 12 2. There is no conzputible binary relution p ouer X * such that 
Cz (X) is the class of all p-antichains. 
Proof. C,(X) is the class of antichains with respect to 6, which is not compatible. 
The result then follows from the fact that a binary relation is uniquely determined by 
its class of antichains. C 
These results seem to indicate that n-codes are rather complex objects. This will be 
clarified to a certain extent in the sequel. A careful examination of the above proofs 
and related ones has very recently led to the formulation of an algebraic theory for the 
connection between finitary relations and families of languages [l 11. 
4. n-Codes and primitive words 
In this section we study the role of primitive words in n-codes. The results shed 
some light on the combinatorial complexity of n-codes. 
It is well known that a pair z, JIE X + of words forms a code if and only if XJ’ # Y.Y or, 
equivalently, if ,,‘S # ,‘; (see e.g. [15] ). For words s. J’EX + define the relation -, 
by 
.Y- 1’0 \ 
\SZ ; \ .’ 
Obviously. -, is an equivalence relation on X ’ 
Lemma 4.1 (Day and Shyr [2]). Let )X I>, 2 and L G X +, The,fb//owiny statements arc 
equi1&nt: 
(1) LEA(X). 
(2) LECZ(X). 
(3) L is contcrined in II cross section of’ - 
L is 11 rmxirnal 2-code l/’ and only fit is II ckss section of’ -, . 
In view of assertion (3) of Lemma 4.1. consider the following I-1 correspondence 
between 2-codes over X and mappingsj’: Q-N. For a 2-code L over X let ,f;_ : Q-h 
be given by 
UEL 0 .f.,,u)#o A \/ II ‘1, “J zz I,, 
Conversely, if,f‘is a mapping of Q into N then define 
L,-= ~u~(“‘~~EQ A J(u)#Oj. 
Clearly, /i., =,f’and L,f,. = L for every,/‘: Q-N and every LE Cl (X ). This representation 
of C2(X) implies the following corollary. 
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Corollary 4.2 (Ito et al. [6]). For 1X(22 one has IC,(X)l =H,; thus, C,(X) is not 
recursively enumerable. In particular, there are 2-codes which are not even type-0 
lunguages. 
This result seems to indicate that the classes of n-codes may be “skew” with respect 
to standard language classes. Further details substantiating this impression are 
provided in subsequent sections of this paper. 
Proposition 4.3 (Ito et al. [6]). Let (XI 3 2 and let LEC~(X). Thefollowing properties 
are obtained: 
(1) If’L is regular then .fl is bounded. 
(2) Jff;. is unbounded then the order of the elements of the syntactic monoid syn L of 
L is unbounded. 
(3) There is u contest-jree 2-code L with,f, unbounded. 
Observe that boundedness of ,fL does not imply regularity for L. The language 
L = Q is such an example of a nonregular language with ,fL bounded. 
For a language L over X let & denote the language 
&=juIu~Q A 3c~L: u=&. 
If L#@ then &EC~(X). For LEC~(X) one has fi=Q if and only if L is a maximal 
2-code. However, the following result implies that &#Q if LEC,(X) for na3. 
Proposition 4.4. Let IX 132 und n 3 3. For every n-code L G X * the set Q\& is 
infinite. 
Proof. Suppose that Q\& is finite. Then there is kEN such that ,IE& for allfEQ 
with 1.f ] 3 k. 
Without loss of generality, assume that { u, b} c X, and let x = ubk, y = abk’ ‘. Then 
YE L and y”eL for some n, m 3 1. As both x and y are primitive, also x” y” is primitive 
and, therefore, (9’ y”)’ E L for some r 3 1. However, the set {x”, y”‘, (x” y”)‘) is not 
a code and, thus, L is not an n-code for n 3 3, a contradiction! 0 
Corollary 4.5. Let /XI 3 2. [f L 5 X* is a code then Q \J? is inhnite. 
We conclude this section with results concerning the combinatorial structure of 
n-codes. 
Proposition 4.6. Let IX I 3 2 und LEC,(X) with L n Q = 8. Then the following proper- 
ties ure obtuined: 
(1) L2riL=@ 
(2) Ifx, YEL and x #y then xu=y or ux=y implies UEQ. 
(3) [fu”y~L and u”‘ryELj;)r some HEX*, n> I, und r 3 2 then u= 1. 
(4) [fyu”~L and yu”+‘~L,fi)r some VEX*, n 2 1, und r 3 2 then u= I. 
(5) !fuEX + then JLnu+y) < 2 and 1 Ln )‘u+ / < 2 ftir all VEX*. 
(6) [~‘uEX + ‘.Q then ILnu+~,l < 1 md Iinyrr+ / ,< I ,f;w ill VEX*. 
Proof. For (1) consider s. MEL, where x =p”‘, y= q” with p, ~EQ and m, n > 2. As 
LEC~(X). it follows that p#q. But then .x~~=p”‘q”~Q and, thus, sy$L. 
For (2) let x. ~3 be as before, and suppose .YU =y and u=j“ with .fiQ and r > 1. If 
p #,f and r > 1 then p”‘f r = q” is primitive, a contradiction. On the other hand, p =f‘is 
impossible as this would imply p = q, again a contradiction. Therefore, r = 1, i.e. UEQ. 
For (3) suppose u # 1. u”J~=,/“, II”+’ J’=G#= u’f i for i, ,j 2 2 and someJ; gEQ. From 
u”y~L and u”+~ MEL one hasf’f g. If ur =.f’” for some k > 1 then gj=.f i+k, a contra- 
diction! Hence. llr=h’” for some I~EQ and m 2 2. But then h”f’j=gjEQ, again a 
contradiction! 
Assertion (4) is simply the left -right dual of (3). Statement (5) is a direct consequence 
of (3) and (4). 
Finally, for (6). let ~=,f‘“’ for some,f’EQ and )?I> 2. Suppose that 
u”j, =,f”‘“‘_j% L. ll”+\!‘=,l’m”+m.~?.EL, 
with s 2 1. Then r=m.s 3 2 and,/‘= 1 by (3), a contradiction! u 
For the case of n-codes with arbitrary II 3 2 one can make the following 
observation. 
Proposition 4.7. Let 1 X 1 3 2. n 3 2 and LEC, (X ). Then Lk n L”’ = 0 fi)r all k, m 3 1 with 
k # m and k + m < II. 
Proof. Ifx, u,=!‘, ...!‘,n, with I 1 ,..., .yk,yl ,..., y,EL then from LEC,(X) it follows 
that either k=m and s,=yi. i= l,..., k or k+m>n holds. r? 
5. n-codes and the Chomsky hierarchy of languages 
In this section we show that hierarchy of H-codes is “skew” to the Chomsky 
hierarchy of languages. Moreover, we derive an interesting connection to DOL 
languages and establish the decidability of the 2-code property for rational languages. 
The first result in this section provides sufficient conditions for a language family to 
contain “proper” n-codes. It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.1. 
Proposition 5.1. Let X he an alphabet with IX ) > 2 and let F be a,fhmily of languages 
oCer X which sati$e.s the following conditions: 
(1) F is closed under union Mith finite languages over X. 
(2) F contains at least one infinite code. 
Then F contains ut leust one n-code which is not un (n + 1 )-code jbr n = 2, 3,. . . . 
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Corollary 5.2. Let X be an alphabet with /X 1 3 2 and let 
F, F’E{ Fin, Rat, Alg, Cs, Ret, RE, P) 
such that F(X) is properly contained in F’(X). Then 
(C,(X)\C,+I(X))n(F’(X)\F(X))Z@. 
As an interesting classical example, consider the Thue set T(X) of all square-free 
words over an alphabet X with (XI 3 3. This language is clearly a 2-code. On the 
other hand, letting X = {a, b, . } one has (a, b, ab} G T(X). Thus, T(X) is not a 3- 
code. By the “pumping lemma” for context-free languages, T(X)#Alg(X); however, 
square-freeness of a word can be decided using a nondeterministic linearly bounded 
Turing machine. This implies that T(X)ECS(X), i.e. 
UX)E(Cz(X)n(Cs(X)\Afg(X)))\C,(X). 
As was noted before, a language L E X ’ with IX I 3 2 is a 2-code if and only if it is 
a subset of a cross section with respect to -, m. More can be said about 2-codes 
L which do not contain primitive words. 
Proposition 5.3. Let IX I 3 2 and LEC, (X), L infinite. 
(1) If L G IJt>, Q”’ then L contains no infinite regular subset, i.e. L is regular-free. 
(2) If L G ui,, Q(” then L is not context-free. 
Proof. The proof of (1) is given in [2]. Concerning (2) suppose that L G ut> 3 Q”’ 
is context-free. Then by the “pumping lemma” there exist u, v, w, x, y * X* with 
vxcx + such that uv”wx”y~L for all ~IE~J. Let n be such that Jx”yuu”\ >2)uwx(. 
Then uv”wx”y=f”EL and uv”(vwx)x”y=gjEL for some f,gEQ and i, j> 3. 
It follows that (x”y~v”)w=,f~ and (~“y~v”)v~~=gj for some J GgQ. Note that 
If\ + I g\ < Ix”yuv” (. By [14, Proposition 1.351, this implies j=S and, thus, f=g, 
contradicting the fact that LEC~(X). 0 
Observe that the bounds of 2 and 3 in the two cases of the above proposition are 
tight. For instance, the language ab + is a regular 2-code, in fact, a code which is 
contained in Q. Similarly, the language { (abi)2 1 i 3 1) is an infinite context-free code 
which is contained in Qc2); in particular, it follows that this language is an example of 
a regular-free code. 
As indicated in Proposition 5.3, regular 2-codes have special structural properties. 
In the sequel a language L over the alphabet X is called locallyhnite if Lnxu+y is 
finite for all x, ycX* and UEX + [17]. The following lemma, which is interesting in 
itself, permits us to prove a slightly stronger statement than would follow directly 
from Proposition 5.3. 
Lemma5.4. Let IXl32,u~X+, and x,y~X*. IfI Jxu+yI > 1 then xu+y\Q is$nite. 
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Proof. Since CWEQ implies WEQ, it is sufficient to prove that almost all words in 
U+J’.Y are primitive if d=y contains more than one element. The assumption implies 
that / .xq’/ > 0. Hence, J’X =j’j and u = qi for some ,f; ~EQ, i. j > 1. 
If .f’=q then for some y1 , gz with y=q1y2 one has .~u”~=(y,y,)‘~+j for all k, 
a contradiction! Thus, ,/‘# q. Hence, 
For j > 2 and k > 2 the words ~j’j.f‘~ are primitive by [ 15, Lemma I. 191. For j= 1 and 
k > 2 the result follows from [ 15, Lemma 1.203. U 
Part of the following result was announced without proof in [6] as Corollary 4.5. 
Proposition 5.5. Let 1 X 1 3 2. Theta the fhllowing statements hold true: 
(1) [f‘ LEC, und L is ttot loc~il~~ jinite then Ln Q is itzfinitr. 
(2) !fLEC>(X)nRat(X) and L is infinite theta LnQ is infifjnitc. 
(3) [f’ LEC~(X)~ Rat(X) crud L is itlfitlire theta LnQ is regular if and on/~% if
Ln(X * ‘,:,Q) is ,finite. 
(4) For un~~,finite set M # 0, M G (1,2. . ), there is N rrgulur 2-code L such that 
L.nQ “” is it!jittifcj ,fbr 011 mE M. 
Proof. For (I) if L is not locally finite then Lnxu+J’ is infinite for some x, J’EX* and 
UEX +. As L is a 2-code, the roots of its elements are distinct. Thus. vm contains 
more than one element. By Lemma 5.4 almost all elements of .UU+J% are primitive. 
Hence, LnQ is infinite. 
For (2) if LnQ is infinite then L contains a set .UU’J~ with UEX +. The assertion 
follows by (1). 
For (3) suppose that Ln Q is regular. Then also L’= L \,(L n Q)= L n(X * \ Q) is 
regular, and L’ contains no primitive word. Therefore, L’ is finite. Conversely, if L’ is 
finite then L being regular and L n Q = L ,, L’ imply that also L n Q is regular. 
For (4) let hil = tn, . , ttl, and let (1. VEX, II # h. The language 
L = b (& + )“‘I 
i=l 
is a regular 2-code with L nQ”“’ infinite for all mcM. Y’ 
Corollary 5.6 (Ito et al. 163 ). Let 1 X ) > 2. Ever?, infinite rryulor code over X contains 
infinite/~ tnun~~ primitiw words. 
The relation between DOL 
results proved in [6]. 
languages and 2-codes is described by the following 
Proposition 5.7 (Ito et al. [6]). Let (X / 3 2 ut7d Irt LEDOL(X) he ittfinirr. Jj’L$C,(X) 
then there is ot1 integer k such thut 1 L’ ) < k ,fiw ever!’ L’ G L which is LI 2-code. 
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Corollary 5.8 (Ito et al. [S]). Every in$nite context-free DOL hguage is a 2-code. 
As an example of a DOL language which is a 2-code but not a 3-code, consider the 
set 
(a, b, ab, bab, abbab ,... }, 
i.e. the Fibonacci language over X = {a, b} which is generated by the DOL rules a-tb, 
b-+ab. 
The property of being a 2-code is decidable for rational languages. For n-codes with 
n > 2 this decidability question is open. 
Proposition 5.9 (Ito et al. [6]). Let LERat(X). It is decidable whether LEC~(X) holds. 
If LEFin(X) then it is also decidable whether LEC,(X) for n> 2. 
The final result of this section relates the size of the finite automaton accepting 
a given rational n-code to the value of n. 
Proposition 5.10. Let LE(C,(X)\ C,, 1(X)) n Rat(X). For any jinite state acceptor 
A=(X,S, 6, qO, F) with L=L(A) one has 2jS]2-2>n. 
Proof. LEC,(X)\C,+~(X) implies that L is not a code. There is a set M c_ L with 
1 M ( =n+ 1 such that M is not a code. Therefore, there are words vl,. .., u,, 
w1 ,..., w,EMsuchthatu=u,...v,=w,... w,. We may assume that v1 # w1 and v, # w,. 
Suppose that r + t is minimum with these properties, and that r + t > 2k2 - 1, where 
k = (S 1 with S as the state set of a finite state acceptor A =(X, S, 6, qO, F) which accepts 
L. Then r > k2 or t >, k2. Without loss of generality, let t > k’. 
Fori=l,..., randj=l,..., tletpi,jdenotethelengthofw,...wj,wherew,...wjis 
aprefixofu,...vibutnotofu,... Oi_ 1. Of course, pi,j is defined for exactly t pairs (i, j). 
If pi.j is defined, let Xi,j and ~i,j be the words such that 
W, . ..Wj=V. . ..Vi-lXi.j and vi = Xi,j yi,j 
holds. From t > k2 it follows that there are indices i 1, i2, j, , j, satisfying the following 
conditions: 
il < i2, jl G_i2, il +j, < i2+j2, 
~(%I, V1 . ..Ui._lXil,jl - )-&lo3 v1~~~vi~-1Xi*.j2 3 ) 
6(q02 Xil.jl)=6(q03 xi2,j2). 
Let V~l=Xi,.jlYiz,jz~ Then vi, EL. One verifies that 
L’1...Vi,-1Vi,Vi2+1... Vr=W1 . ..Wj.Wj2+1...\Vt. 
Note that, in particular, u’~ # w1 and v: # w, in the cases of il = 1 or i, =r. This 
contradicts the minimality of r + t. Therefore, r+ t < 2k2 - 1. From n < r + t one 
obtains the required bound. 0 
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For any language LEX * let P,. and RI_ denote, respectively, the principal congru- 
ence and the principal right congruence defined by L [IS]. By slight abuse of notation, 
let JPI,I and IR,J denote the number of P,-classes and R,-classes, respectively. Most of 
the following statement is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.10. 
Corollary 5.11. (a) [f‘ LEC,,‘,, C, + , t2m 1 P,. 1 3 / RL 1 3 vl’(t~ + 2)/2. 
(b) For rrttq‘ itzfqer ttt rhrrc rsists (I ,finitr lunyuayr LEC,, t,% C,,+ , such thut 
si, > j P, 1 >, j R, j > ttt. 
Proof. Only part (b) needs a proof. Consider the language 
L= IU’h’ ,,, LIr+II-l /f+“-l 
13. 
, ‘,r~‘,~,(,r+n-l~r+~I-l~, 
L is an n-code but not an (n + I )-code. Clearly, 
r+n-I <IR,IiIP,)<& 
An appropriate choice of r guarantees that 1 RIdI 2 tn. Ill 
6. Maximal n-codes and their syntactic congruence 
In a previous section we noted that the order of the elements of the syntactic 
monoid of a 2-code L with unbounded function.1, is also unbounded. In this section 
we show that the syntactic congruence of many maximal n-codes is the identity 
relation. Recall that a subset M of a semigroup S is called S’-disjunction if the 
principal congruence Pii defined by M on S is the identity relation. In the special case 
ofS=X* we omit “S ’ ” in this notation. Thus, a language L G X * is llisjunctivr if and 
only if Pt, is the identity. Recall also that M is called llensr if M n S’sS’ # 8 for every 
SES. Every disjunctive language is dense: the converse is not true in general. Observe 
that a dense language is always infinite. For results on disjunctive languages see [I 51. 
Proposition 6.1. Let 1 X / 3 2. Ewry ttutsitrutl Z-code owr X is disjunctice. 
Proof. Let L be a maximal 2-code over X. Suppose that L is not disjunctive. Then 
there exist two words II, I.EQ with /111= 1111 and u- r>(P,,). As L is maximal, there is an 
tn> 1 with U”‘E L. Now, also I~~“‘I~~EQ and, thus, (u 2mr~2)r~ L for some r 3 1. This implies 
(117”‘+z )r~(u2”vy(P,~) 
and, thus, both u”’ and (u- “,1+2)r are in L. Therefore, L is not a a-code, a contradic- 
tion! rl 
It turns out that for LEC~(X) to be disjunctive it is not sufficient that L be dense. 
For example, consider the set 
L= (HIWEQ and IM.I is a prime;. 
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Clearly, L is a dense 2-code. However, the fact that ab = ba(P,) shows that L is not 
disjunctive. From Proposition 6.1 it also follows that LEC~(X) is infinite if L is 
a maximal 2-code. 
The next theorem is a partial generalization of Proposition 6.1 to the case of IZ > 2. 
Proposition 6.2. Let IX 13 2 and n 3 3. Then the following assertions hold true: 
(a) Every dense subset of ut~z Q”’ is disjunctive. 
(b) Every maximal n-code contained in ui,, Q(” is disjunctive. 
Proof. To prove statement (a), let L G Ui32 Q(” and suppose that L is dense and not 
disjunctive. Then there exist primitive wordsS, g with I,fl = 191 andf=g(PL). As L is 
dense, there are words u, v such that ufv~L and, thus, also ugcsL. In fact, such words 
which also satisfy (uul >n exist for all neN. Now let 
ufv=h’ and ugv= kj 
with h, ksQ and j2 i>2. We know that 
vuf= pi and vug=qj 
for some p, qEQ. 
If i = j = 2 then clearly p = q = uu and, thus, f= g. On the other hand, suppose that 
j > 3. In this case choose n > 5 1 f 1 and / uv I> n. Then pi and q j have a common prefix of 
length JpJ +)q). By [14, Proposition 1.3.51, p=q and, thus, againf=g. 
Now, for assertion (b) it suffices to prove that every maximal n-code L with LnQ =8 
is dense. Suppose that L is not dense. Then there is a word VEX + such that 
LnX*uX* =8. Without loss of generality, we may assume that v~X*a’, where 
l>lu(/2. Let bEX\{a} and p be a prime number withp>4(ul. Consider w=ubPa21Ulv2. 
Since w$L, the set Lu fw) is not an n-code. Therefore, there is a set L’E L such that 
I L’I <n- 1 with L’u{w) not a code. This implies that there are words x, y, 
y’~(L’u{w})* and x’cL’* such that 
X’y’=xubPa21”1v2y and l.u’~-~x~>p+4~vI. 
We have to consider the following cases. 
Case I: 
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Here k>2 and w~=(vv>)%L for some i>2. But then w,EX*UX*, a contradiction! 
CUSP 2: 
,: hP (1211.1 1’ I‘ 
I 4 I I I I I 
+~L_y-... 
\1‘, El. w; 
Here w~=(w>)~EL for some i32. Consequently, w~EX*I~X*, a contradiction! Note 
that p can be chosen such that hP#L. 
Case 3: 
,’ hP 
WW 
I I 1 I 
v-v 
WI EL w; I\,> 
Here )$s2 =(w;)‘EL. This is impossible by the choice of U. 
I 1 I I I I 
-‘----\--/- 
II.*EL lV> IV> 
This is clearly impossible. 
I I I 
Casr 6: 
h” 
Ah 
I 
(yl~l i h , [’ 
t I , I / A I I I I t 
WJ -L-u 
IV, E I. ,rj \\’ ;
This, again, is impossible! 
Similarly, all other cases lead to a contradiction. This proves that L is dense. The 
disjunctivity of L follows by statement (a). U 
The following result shows that there are indeed maximal n-codes which contain no 
primitive words. First we prove a useful lemma. 
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Lemma6.3. Let IXl32,u~X+, and let L be an n-code over X. If u$ L and L u {u} is an 
n-code then Lu {uj} is an n-code for every j, j = 1, 2,. 
Proof. u+!L implies uj$L as {u,uj} is not a code for j32. Now suppose that Lujuj} 
is not an n-code. Then there exist ur ,..., u,_r such that the set {ul ,..., u,_r, uj} 
is not a code. However, this implies that {uI,. ,u,_ 1, u} is not a code either, 
a contradiction. 0 
Proposition 6.4. Let (X 13 2 and m > 2. There are K, many maximal n-codes contained 
in IJiamQ(i). 
Proof. Let LsX* be an n-code contained in Ui>mQti), and let M=Q\&= 
{q1,q2 ,... }.DefineL,=L.A ssume that Li has been defined using Li_ I and qi. Define 
Li+ 1 and qi+ 1 as follows. If Lu{qi+ 1} is an n-code for some j then there is an exponent 
mj 2 m such that Lu{qy$ 1 ] is an n-code. In this case let Li+ 1 be this union; otherwise, 
let Li+l= Li. Let L’ = ui> 1 Li. Clearly, L’ is an n-code, as every n-element subset of 
L is contained in some Li which is an n-code. 
We proceed to prove that L’ is a maximal n-code. Assume the contrary. Then there 
is a word u$L’ such that L’uju} is an n-code. But then &=qk for some k, and u$L 
implies that Lk_ 1 u{qjk} is not an n-code for any j, a contradiction! 0 
We have shown that every maximal n-code which does not contain a primitive 
word is disjunctive. Similarly, every maximal 2-code is disjunctive. The general 
question of whether every maximal n-code which is not a code is disjunctive remains 
open. 
Proposition 6.5. Let 1 X 13 2, L = (Q@‘)*f or some i 3 2, and let L’ be a minimal generating 
set for L. Then one has: 
(1) L is disjunctive. 
(2) Q”’ is not a code. 
(3) L’ is not a code. 
(4) L’ is disjunctive. 
Proof. The first statement follows from [15, Proposition 4.391. For (2) observe that 
the set 
{ai, b’, (a’b’)‘} 
is contained in Qci) and is not a code. 
To prove (3) we use the fact that L is freely generated if and only if 
L-‘LnLL-‘GL. 
Obviously, 
(a’)(ba’ba’...ba’b)EL, (ba'ba' . . ba’b)(a’)EL, 
while 
ba’ba’...ba’bEQ 
and, therefore, 
hrr’ha’ . hu’h$ L 
Finally, for (4) consider II, CEX ‘. u # 11, (u I= 1 r I. Then for m 3 1 one has 
but 
(urrb”‘L1)(z4Nbmct)’ - l EL’. 
(tdf%)(2~uh”tr)‘- l$ L’. 
Hence, L’ is disjunctive. U 
Every ?I-code over X with )X 1 3 2 is contained in a maximal n-code. This is a simple 
consequence of Zorn’s lemma. In particular, as was noted before, a 2-code is maximal 
if and only if it is a cross section of x or, equivalently, if,h,(u)>O for all UEQ. As 
a consequence, we see that maximal 2-c\odes cannot be embedded in n-codes for IZ > 2. 
Proposition 6.6. Let L hr u rnusirt~ui 2-de ocer X with )X ) 3 2 urlll let nE N, n > 2. 
Then L$C,(X). 
Proof. Let X = [LI, h, 1. and let L be a maximal 2-code over X. Then lli, hj, (~‘hj)~~ L
for some i,j, k>O. Let M be an n-code containing ui and h,‘. But then (u’bj)“$M as 
[u’, hj, (a’hj)“) is not a code. Thus, L $ M for any LEC,!(X). I1 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Proposition 6.6. 
Corollary 6.7. Let X hc un ulphubet rvith /X I> 2 and let L G X +. 
(1) Jf L is u tnusitml n-code ,fijr .SOIIIL~ n > 2 th L is not N n~axitnul 2-code. 
(2) !f‘L is LI mu\-imtrl 2-corl~ thrn L is not u code. 
These results suggest the following problem, which is open. Let tx, mcN with 
n > tn > 1 and let X be an alphabet with 1 X 12 2. If L is a maximal m-code over X, is 
L$C,(X)? 
The characterization of maximal 2-codes as cross section with respect to c, 
implies that every maximal 2-code over an alphabet X with (X / 3 2 is infinite. In fact, 
we proved that every such maximal 2-code is disjunctive. Similarly, every maximal 
n-code which does not contain any primitive words is disjunctive and hence, infinite. 
On the other hand. it is well known that there are finite as well as infinite maximal 
codes. The following result shows that in many cases this seems to be a specific 
consequence of the transition from n-codes to codes. 
Proposition 6.8. Let nEN, n > 1, und let X br un ulphuhet with k = /X / > 2. Let L be 
N trxtxitnal n-codr OWI’ X. The ,fbllow~in~~ properties me ohtuined: 
(1) !f‘tJ <k then L is denw. 
(2) lf 2 < tt and t1,‘2 <k < tz theta L is u tnusinzul code bvirh 1 L 1 d t1 or L is densr. 
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Proof. The case n = 1 is obvious; that of n = 2 is known from previous sections of this 
paper. Consider n > 2. Let X = {a,, a2,. . . , ak}, where k = 1 X 13 2. Suppose that L is not 
dense. Then there is a word VEX + such that X *OX *nL = 0. 
We say that a word UEX + has no overlap if 
Pref(u)nSuff(u) = { 1, u}, 
where Pref(u) and Suff(u) are the sets of prefixes and suffixes of U, respectively. 
Note that for any WEX + there exists a word ZEX ’ such that wz has no overlap. 
For instance, if w#X*aubX*, with a,b~X not necessarily distinct, then the word 
w&~b~“~ has no overlap. 
Now suppose that there is a word u$L without overlap. We shall show that such 
a word u actually exists if L is not dense. Then by the maximality of L, the set Lu{u} is 
not an n-code. Therefore, there are words xi, x2,. . . , x, _ 1 EL with t < n such that the 
set 
M=M’u{u) 
is not a code, where 
M’={x1,x2 )...) X,-i}. 
Thus, 
xuy = x’y’ 
for some words x, x’e(M’)* and y, ~‘EM *. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that (~‘1 > /xl. The fact that u has no overlap implies that one may indeed assume that 
xu~Pref(x’); thus, 
Ix’l-lxl3lul. 
We now distinguish two cases. 
Case “k 2 n”. In this situation, let 
where p > (2/s) I v I for some E, 0 < E < 1 and where z is chosen so as to turn u into a word 
without overlap. Let Ui be one of the factors of x’ with respect to M’ which contains 
a nonempty part of a:. By the definition of p, Ui can be chosen in such a way that 
l”iIa,>(l-E)IUiI and C lUAal 64UiI3 
lfi 
where 1 Ui Ial is the number of occurrences of a, in Ui. By choosing E sufficiently small, the 
words ui, uz,..., u, are guaranteed to be distinct. However, {ui, u2, . . . . u,,} s M’, 
which is impossible as n > I M’l. Thus, Lu(u} is an n-code, a contradiction! 
Case “k < n”. In this case we choose as u a word starting with 
P P P va,va,v...va,v, 
where p > (2/~) Iv I for some F, 0 <E < 1. The rest of u will be specified later; there we also 
make sure that u is without overlap. As before, one sees that 
{n,, uz,..., uk} EM’, 
where 
I ui In, > ( 1 - c) I lli I and C IUillri~CJlliI. 
I#i 
Again, if c is small enough, all words Iii are distinct. 
If 1 = / u1 / = ‘.. = 1 uk ) then X E L, which implies X = L. i.e. L is a code. Thus, we may 
assume that at least one of the words l(i has a length greater than 1. Without loss of 
generality. let 111~ I> I. Now we can specify the missing part of U: 
II = Mf: lY&~. W~I~(~I~ 01 u~yt’(c1j 111 lIj)PC . L.(UkCII Llk yr;, 
where 2 is chosen to make u have no overlap. Then, in addition to the factors Us,. ,uk, 
the factorization of s’ contains words ,t’j~M’ for j= 2,3.. , k such that 
(1,5)/~~,14~~,1,,, and l\(.jla >(1/(3+~))1~.j/. ., 
Choosing f: small enough guarantees that the words Us,. , II~, iv?. , tvk are distinct. 
Therefore. 1 M’l32k- I and, on the other hand. 1 M’J =t- 1 <TV- I. If k>td2, this is 
impossible. L 
From the proof, one extracts the following observations. 
Remark 6.9. Given the assumptions of the proposition, L is right-dense and left- 
dense. 
Corollary 6.10. Let X = (u,. .,.. uh) he an ulphuhet \vith k>2, und let L he masitnal 
n-code or u tnusimul codr OLYY X d1ic.h is not dense. Then 
sup,‘ItlIJuJ JUELj = I 
,fiw i= 1, 2 , , k. In purGcnlur. if' L is u jinite musimul n-de or 0 jinite tna.uimal code 
ocer x th 
Example 6.11. Let X = ((I, h) and L= (u)uh+a. L is a maximal code which is not 
dense. One computes that 
Let X be an alphabet with 1 X I= k 3 2. By the above results, all maximal n-codes 
satisfying n < k or n/2 <k -c tl, which are not maximal codes, are dense. It remains an 
open question whether this statement holds true without the restrictions on H and k. 
The following remark indicates that these conditions are not necessary in general. 
Remark 6.12. Erery muxitnal ~-CO&~ lvhich is not u de is dense. 
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Proof. For ) X I= k > 2 nothing needs to be proved. We outline the main steps of the 
proof for k = 2 where X = {a, b}. Using the notation of the general proof, let 
u = ua~ubPu(aba)pv(bab)Pv(abaa)pv(babb)pvz. 
One then proves that for p large enough, Lu{u} is a 4-code, a contradiction! 0 
The situation concerning maximal n-codes over an alphabet X with /X ( = k 3 2 can 
be summarized as follows: 
l every maximal 2-code is disjunctive; 
l every maximal n-code not containing a primitive word is disjunctive; 
l every maximal n-code with n< k is dense; 
l every maximal n-code with n/2< k<n which is not a code is dense; 
l no maximal 2-code is an n-code for n>2 or a code; 
l no maximal n-code for n > 2 is a maximal 2-code. 
Up to certain partial results, the remaining cases are open. 
7. Concluding remarks 
The hierarchy of n-codes poses several interesting problems in the context of the 
study of the combinatorics of words. In this paper we investigated the relation of 
n-codes to the Chomsky hierarchy of languages and studied properties of maximal 
n-codes. In particular, it is shown that all maximal n-codes which do not contain 
a primitive word are disjunctive and hence, infinite. Similarly, maximal n-codes, which 
are not codes and for which n satisfies a certain condition, are shown to be dense and 
hence, infinite. Whether this assertion holds true without the condition on n is one of 
the major problems remaining open. 
The class of 2-codes has a useful characterization as the class of antichains with 
respect to a partial ordering 6,. A similar characterization of the classes of n-codes 
does not exist for n>2. In part, this accounts for the special difficulties encountered 
with n-codes for n>2. 
It is interesting to note that the hierarchy of n-codes is proper and, therefore, 
infinite, whereas another similar hierarchy, that of n-ps-codes, which is defined by 
a slightly stronger condition, turns out to be finite. The condition defining n-ps-codes 
is as follows. Every subset of up to n elements is a prefix code or a suffix code. The 
hierarchy of n-ps-codes is studied in [7]. The general theory concerning the connec- 
tion between finitary relations and families of languages is discussed in [ 111. 
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